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GLOBAL ENDS POLICY &
MISSION STATEMENT
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. is a
volunteer-based organization which supports and promotes the rights of
persons with mental illness to maximize their full potential; and promotes and
enhances the mental health and well-being of all members of the community.
ENDS POLICY 1 — QUALITY OF LIFE
People with mental health problems will have healthy, personally satisfying relationships and an excellent quality of life. Such a life includes meaningful work, adequate
income, good housing, accessible education and training, enjoyable recreational
activities, friendship and fun with others. It also includes easy access to appropriate,
effective, comprehensive health services in a community in which there is an understanding and acceptance of mental illness.
ENDS POLICY 2 — PROMOTION AND PREVENTION
There will be a reduced incidence and severity of mental illness in the community;
mental health will be promoted throughout the community; and high-quality information on mental health and mental illness will be available to all.
ENDS POLICY 3 — AUTONOMY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Mental health consumers, and families affected by mental illness, will be empowered
and supported in their efforts to protect their human rights, and to freely make
autonomous, reasonable and responsible choices and decisions.
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VALUES
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. endorses the
following values essential to fulfillment of the Global Ends Policy/Mission Statement:
•

The future well-being and the quality of life of persons with mental illnesses
depends upon our ability to change attitudes toward mental illness. The
Association must communicate that there is a high incidence of psychiatric and
emotional disorders in our communities, which strikes more people every year
than all other health problems combined.

•

The Association is committed to promote a quality of life for people who are
psychiatrically disadvantaged.

•

The Association strives to prevent mental illness and promote mental health.

•

The Association is firm in its conviction that persons with mental illness have
the potential to live normal, or near-normal lives within the community and it,
therefore, commits to advocating with them, or on their behalf, to promote
awareness of conditions surrounding mental illness, to monitor inadequate
care, and foster better mental health, dignity and quality of life through
community based support and services.

•

In all its endeavours, the Association strives to offer consumers, colleagues
and the public the highest standards of leadership, service and professionalism.

•

The Association is committed to administering its affairs in a cost-effective and
efficient manner and to working within the levels of community support.

•

The Saskatchewan Division continually reaffirms the leadership of the
Canadian Mental Health Association, its partnership with community groups,
government and non-government agencies and individuals, and its commitment to establish viable mental health programs, policies and services.

•

Meaningful leisure activity is an essential source of self-esteem and position
image. Leisure provides the opportunity to lead balanced lives, achieve our full
potential and gain life satisfaction. The Canadian Mental Health Association
(Saskatchewan Division) Inc. is committed to enhancing quality of life through
recreation programs and services.
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President’s Report
Submitted by Susan Grohn, President
The past year has certainly been an eventful one politically. There seems to be an openness with our new provincial administration, but it is too early to know if we are producing an
impact as yet, however, that won’t present us from continued advocacy.
The fall saw the launch of a new format and Editor of our Transition Magazine. What an
excellent job he is doing! Again, I would like to welcome Ted Dyck to our fold.
There have been a lot of changes in the Problem Gambling area with Bill Ursel moving on
and Dave Morgan retiring. We wish them the best and welcome George Carr to the position
of Director of the Problem Gambling Program and David Jones to the position of Community
Development Coordinator, Regina.
Linda Cairns from Friends for Life has also moved on — Good Luck Linda! — and Dianne
Boy Fernandez has very handily taken over.
A lot of changes, but without the support and leadership of Dave Nelson and all of our staff,
things would not flow as they do, so thanks everyone for all your hard work!
This past spring the Board received a workshop on strategic planning, and I look forward to
putting all the information to good use in the next year.
We have a lot of challenges, both provincially and nationally, but I personally feel that these
will be positive and exciting times.

Susan Grohn, President
CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
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Executive Director’s Report
Submitted by Dave Nelson, Executive Director
Once again a year has flown by and has marked many positive changes in our Association.
While we always rely on fundraising to give us the autonomy and extra monies needed to
make ends meet, it appears we are on the road to financial and fiscal stability, which allows
us to focus on our “ends” of advocacy/public policy input, research, public education and
awareness, and service delivery.
As our Association has reached a level of “recovery”, we have also begun to focus on the
“recovery-oriented” model of mental health and service development. It has been exciting to
have an opportunity to develop a world class conference on “Life Beyond Illness — The
Move Towards Recovery”. We hope this conference will be the catalyst for systems change,
with Dr. Larry Davidson from Yale University, Dr. Myra Piat from McGill University and other
world-class speakers on mental health presenting on a broad range of “recovery-oriented”
service system development issues.
We hope the submission of a petition calling for a “Plan for Mental Health” to the Minister of
Health this spring, along with the report “A Recovery Plan for Mental Health and Addictions
in Saskatchewan” will be a strong start to system reform and development in our province.
We continue to work collaboratively with our colleagues and sector organizations in the
Provincial Interagency Network on Disabilities (PIND), the Mental Health Coalition and the
Disability Income Support Coalition (DISC) to improve a broad range of policies to assist
those with a psychiatric disability, as well as cross-disabilities of all types.
Progress has been made on an awareness of the problems with the current income support
system for those with severe and persistent disability, and we look forward to working with
the new Government and our stakeholders to improve this “foundational” system of support
for all those with a long-term disability.
We invite all those who have a mental health issue, or have a loved one with a mental health
issue, or who are a professional or other caregiver for those whom we support, to join us in
these exciting times of change in our Province.
All the best in the coming year.

David Nelson, RPN, RSW
Executive Director
Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
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Social Work Practicum 2008
Submitted by Michael Seiferling

My name is Michael Seiferling and I have been provided the wonderful opportunity of spending my time as a social work practicum student at CMHA Saskatchewan Division Office. It
was mid-2007 when I first approached Dave Nelson regarding my major practicum. I have
been working for Phoenix Residential Society since 2001 and I wanted to use my practicum
as a chance to step outside of my case management position and into the “other” type of
social work, commonly referred to as “macro” practice. I had suggested this to Dave and to
my surprise, without any hesitation, he was very open to the idea and expressed that he
would enjoy putting me to work. This created a unique situation, as there are not many
Registered Social Workers who carry the title of Executive Director that are willing to take on
a social work student finishing a bachelor’s degree.
In early January I started and was very quickly welcomed by everyone in the CMHA family,
both at the provincial office and within the various branches. There has never been a time
where I felt like anything less than one of the team. I appreciate the fact that for many at the
provincial office, this was the first time a student lingered in the halls. This meant that there
were many interruptions from the “student” as they attempted to finish their own work.
Being “one of the team” was best expressed through the trust and mutual respect
demonstrated during the many projects I engaged in with the various people in the CMHA
family. The following is a summary of the various activities and projects I engaged in during
my practicum:
LIFE BEYOND ILLNESS CONFERENCE
This project has required the most attention and has accounted for much of my time in the
practicum. This conference has involved a partnership with the Schizophrenia Society of
Saskatchewan. By working together we have been able to offer a conference that is unique
and which, we hope, will become a milestone for mental health policy.
INPATIENT SURVEY
Prior to my placement, many consumers had raised concerns regarding their experience
within the Regina General Hospital. We worked in cooperation with various consumers
across the province in an effort to better understand if other regions shared these concerns.
A survey was developed, which asked recent patients general questions regarding their
hospitalization. The survey also asked about the activities offered to them during their stay,
the perceived level of involvement they had in their care, and their experiences during
discharge. Significant differences were observed between consumers’ experiences within
urban and rural settings.
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DISC SURVEY
Working in cooperation with the Disability Income Support Coalition, I developed and posted
an online survey, which asked consumers and professionals to rate various components of
an income support program. The “eligibility survey” asks a person to rate their feelings from
disagree to agree regarding questions such as “The documentation to establish disability
should be primarily by a doctor”. The findings of this survey will create a template for a
“report card” that will be used to rate various income security programs across the country.
RETREAT PRESENTATION
At the annual Provincial Board/Staff Retreat I presented on the topic of “recovery-oriented”
outcome measures. Recovery focused outcome measures were presented as an important
area for which all community based organizations will have to “build capacity”, as the newly
elected government has made many mentions of the requirement for the community sector
to be accountable.
FRIENDS FOR LIFE
In cooperation with the Director of Friends for Life, we developed a proposal for an improved
system of outcome measurement for the public education component of the program.
BRANCHES
I worked with a number of CMHA branches across the province, engaging in various
activities. In Regina, the Executive Director and I spent some time reviewing possible outcome measurement strategies, which included meeting with the Dean of Social Work and
recruiting him as an informal consultant. In Yorkton, the Program Director and I worked
together to submit a proposal for a peer support group for recent immigrants who are at risk
for developing various mental health issues. In Moose Jaw, we have started to engage in a
discussion of the various ways that the small self-help group can build and expand their
current services.
RECOVERY PLAN
I have had the opportunity to make contributions to the recently proposed “recovery plan”.
With the assistance of Jayne Whyte as Editor, I wrote the introduction and sections entitled
“What ‘Recovery-In’ Means for Mental Illness/Addictions” and “What ‘Recovery-In’ Might
Mean for Other Disabilities”.

As anyone can see, this was a very productive practicum in which I learned a tremendous
amount from everyone at CMHA. Particular mention must be made of my mentor, Dave
Nelson, as the many lessons he has taught me cannot be learned from any book or course.
This practicum has been a tremendously satisfying experience and I am truly sad that it
must come to an end. However, I have now been officially indoctrinated as an official CMHA
supporter and although I am done my practicum, I will still be seen around the office from
time to time in various capacities.
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Public Policy Development
CONSUMER ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT
Submitted by Doreen Bell, Chair
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. conducted a
consumer survey this year regarding care on the inpatient psychiatric units at various
locations throughout the province. This was a good indicator of care on the wards. Dave
Nelson, Executive Director and Michael Seiferling, Social Work Practicum Student worked
on this project and I want to say thank you very much.
Also, the provincial government raised the Social Assistance allowance for rent $75.00 per
month. This is good news!
Ted Dyck, the Editor of Transition Magazine, held a writer’s group for consumers in Moose
Jaw. Darrell Downton attended the group and he was encouraged in his writing. Darrell has
written a book about recovery which will be critiqued by Mr. Dyck. The book will be
published shortly.
Dave Nelson, the Executive Director of CMHA Saskatchewan Division, is very involved in
helping consumers all over the province needing direction with their problems. This is a
daily undertaking.
Finally, I would like to thank the people on the Consumer Advisory Committee for taking the
time to sit on this committee.

The Consumer Advisory Committee is a standing
committee of the Provincial Board with a mandate to
advise the Board on all matters related to consumer
involvement in Association programs and policies which
affect mentally ill persons. It does this by monitoring
policies and programs of all mental health services, ensuring
consumers’ issues are addressed and reflected in Association activities,
and advocating on behalf of consumers to allow for empowerment of
mentally ill persons. The Consumer Advisory Committee also advises
the Association on recreation program development and delivery
issues.
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Schizophrenia Society of Saskatchewan
June 12-14, 2008 the Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. and
the Schizophrenia Society of Saskatchewan partnered to present the provincial conference
“Life Beyond Illness — The Move Towards Recovery”.
Through this partnership we were able to bring in two keynote speakers: Larry Davidson,
Ph.D., Associate Professor and Director of the Program for Recovery and Community
Health of the School of Medicine and Institution for Social and Policy Studies at Yale
University, and Myra Piat, Ph.D., Researcher at Douglas Institute Clinical Activities, member
of the Canadian Recovery Research Group and Assistant Professor in the Department of
Psychiatry at McGill University. Dr. Davidson presented his keynote address on “How to
Transform a System to Recovery without Really Trying (or at least without having to
do all the hard work yourself)” and Dr. Piat presented her keynote address on “Building
Capacity for Recovery-Oriented Mental Health Care — Where are we at in Canada?”.
These presentations were followed by concurrent sessions. Dr. Davidson’s session was
titled “To Be or Not to Be Social: Overcoming Poverty, Unemployment and Social
Isolation” and Dr. Piat’s session was titled “The Meaning of Recovery: How do
Consumers and Service Providers View Recovery?”
Also presenting at this conference were Jason Newberry, Ph.D, Senior Researcher at the
Centre for Community Based Research and Sessional Lecturer in Program Evaluation at the
University of Guelph and Allan Strong, Recovery Education Coordinator at the Self Help
Alliance in Kitchener, Ontario who presented on “Building a Recovery Focused Mental
Health System: Reflections on Systems Change and Growth in Community Mental
Health”.
Delegates were also privileged to hear a presentation by Dr. Abraham Rudnick, M.D., Ph.d,
Associate Professor, Departments of Psychiatry and Philosophy at the University of Western
Ontario, and Physician-Leader of the Schizophrenia Treatment and Research Program
Regional Mental Health Care. Dr. Rudnick presented on the “Biological Interventions in
Relation to Recovery of People with Serious Mental Illness”. Dr. Rudnick also spoke on
the topic of “The Role of Psychiatrists in the Recovery of People with Serious Mental
Illness” at an “invitation only” dinner for Psychiatrists in the Province of Saskatchewan.
Presentations were also given by Kathleen Thompson, Senior Researcher on her work on
“Transitions Toward Recovery: Participatory Action Research with Adults Living with
a Serious Mental Illness” and Rob Stephenson, Senior Psychologist at the Early Intervention Program, Child and Youth Services in Regina.
Another highlight of this year’s conference was the combined Canadian Mental Health
Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc./Schizophrenia Society of Saskatchewan awards
banquet, which featured entertainment by Jack Semple.
CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. has been pleased to have the opportunity to partner
with the Schizophrenia Society of Saskatchewan in presenting the 2008 Conference. This
partnership allowed us to bring in world-class speakers in the area of Recovery.
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Saskatchewan Collaborative Mental Health Initiative
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. has joined with
Phoenix Society, the Pharmacists Association of Saskatchewan and local Psychiatrists to
form the Saskatchewan Collaborative Mental Health Initiative.
Collaborative practice is an inter-professional process of communication and decision
making that enables the separate and shared knowledge and skills of health care providers
to synergistically influence the client/patient care provided.
Source: Canadian Collaborative Mental Health Initiative (CCMHI)

Collaboration is a mutually beneficial and well-defined relationship entered into by two or
more individuals or organizations to achieve a common goal, which includes a providerprovider relationship and a patient-provider relationship through a combination of the
medical care model and patient-empowerment approach to medical care.
Adapted by PAS from J Am Pharm Assoc. 2007: 47(5):620-628 American Pharmacists Association

Collaborative Care is highly patient-centered care and involves the coordination and teamwork of a group of healthcare providers.
Adapted by PAS from Health Canada definition

The first meeting of the Saskatchewan Collaborative Mental Health Initiative was held on
March 25, 2008 in Regina. The mandate of the group is to prepare a brief on collaborative
care in mental health, which will include descriptions of models in Saskatchewan and other
parts of Canada, and to provide a toolkit for what is needed to make collaborative care work
in Saskatchewan.
As this initiative moves forward, the group is looking to expand to a broader range of mental
health groups.
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Psychiatric Nursing Program Steering Committee
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division)
Inc. has had an active role on the Psychiatric Nursing Program Steering Committee. This Committee has been formed to provide an
effective link between SIAST and the mental health community and to
provide advice and guidance to assist in ensuring program quality,
relevance and currency.
It is very exciting to know that a Psychiatric Nursing Diploma program
in Saskatchewan is finally a reality and that a cohesive group of
stakeholders are working together to develop a program of
excellence, which will put our province back on the map and at the forefront with a vision for
Psychiatric Nursing that is meeting the needs of the public.
CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. is proud to be able to provide assistance to support the
development and delivery of this program.

Mental Health Coalition
CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. continues to take a leadership role on the Mental
Health Coalition.
In building various initiatives, CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) utilizes the Mental Health
Coalition as a sounding board. The Coalition has examined a number of issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training within various disciplines within the mental health sector
Shortage of psychiatric nurses
Income security
“Step-Down” unit
Smoking policy on Regional Health Authority properties
Northern mental health needs
Combining mental health and addictions on a psychiatric unit
Early Psychosis Initiative
Locked units and seclusion rooms

There is a great deal of crossover between the Mental Health Coalition and the Provincial
Interagency Network on Disabilities (PIND) with a number of agencies sitting on both
groups. The value of this is seen when groups are all talking with the same voice in a
coordinated way. When Government sees this kind of consensus, they start to recognize
the need to respond.
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PIND
Provincial Interagency Network on Disability
CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. also takes a leadership role with the Provincial
Interagency Network on Disabilities. Some of the initiatives taken with this group include:
•
•
•
•

Recommendations on improvements to the Provincial Government’s disability
strategy.
Individualized funding
Housing/rental supplement
Income security

The Saskatchewan Disability Income Support Coalition (DISC) was formed by a large cross
section of disability advocates, consumers and organizations across Saskatchewan who are
committed to advocating for a respectful, dignified and adequate income support system.
DISC members have joined together to speak as one voice, working towards a distinct (or
separate) income system for people with disabilities that will be built on a common vision
and principles.
DISC’s primary vision is to see an income system that offers both an adequate baseline
income for people with disabilities and a user-friendly mechanism to address individual
financial needs based on the impact of disability.
DISC members believe that the only way to move forward is as one voice and in a collaborative, full partnership with the Government of Saskatchewan and the Department of Social
Services. A program designed without the collaboration of community experts would lack
credibility and be unsatisfactory in meeting the income support needs of people with
disabilities. This needs to be a truly joint venture between all stakeholders, each contributing equally to the process.
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. is pleased to partner
with other member organizations of DISC to move towards a respectful system that truly
accommodates disability.
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Public Education & Awareness
FRIENDS FOR LIFE — Submitted by Dianne Boy Fernandez, Director of Friends for Life
and Training
Friends for Life is first and foremost a suicide prevention program,
designed to provide awareness and knowledge to educators, students and
the general public of suicidal symptoms and situations; and to provide skills
which allow them to be a support and resource to people with thoughts of
suicide.
This is accomplished through school and community
presentations, and intensive two-way Suicide Intervention Workshops.
Suicide prevention also involves healthy living and awareness of mental health issues. We
take a proactive approach to mental health by promoting the development of the knowledge
and skills necessary for the enjoyment of social and emotional health through workshops
and presentations on the topics of bullying, suicide alertness, work/life balance, stress
management, conflict resolution, laughter, depression and mental illness. We also provide
information tables and displays of our resources at conferences for many organizations.
Since I became Director of Friends for Life and Training on September 11, 2007, I have
made 32 presentations to 228 students, 164 teachers and 411 others, making a total of 803
individuals reached. I also had display booths at 7 events, making contacts and raising
awareness of the Friends for Life program with hundreds of individuals. The largest
audiences for displays were during a week at the Canadian Western Agribition and six days
of provincial teachers’ conventions. Thanks to the Division Office staff and volunteers who,
once again, helped staff the booth to reach the maximum number of people.
Some of the highlights of the year include providing suicide awareness training and
SafeTALK training to the Kahkewistahaw young people’s drama group who created and are
presenting Faye, a play about suicide to raise awareness in their community. These young
people requested training so they could help anyone with thoughts of suicide, who might
approach them because of the drama presentation. Other highlights include Laughter Yoga
presentations at the Regina Teachers’ Convention that involved two groups of 45 teachers
lying on the carpet at the Hotel Saskatchewan laughing hilariously, providing us all with a
memorable lesson in stress relief.
The Friends for Life Resource Centre continues to provide valuable resources to teachers,
students and individuals throughout the province. Since 2007 we have provided resources
to individuals in 44 Saskatchewan communities from Carnduff to Buffalo Narrows. Our
internet-accessible catalogue and mail out system extends the reach of our public education
mandate by making these resources available to communities with limited access to mental
health information. Check out the resources available at www.cmhask.com.
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Former Director, Linda Cairns, developed a Mental Health Literacy Tool Kit, which we are
fine-tuning for distribution in CD format to schools and communities to support our mandate
to develop and increase the capacity in teachers and community leaders to educate others
about mental health and suicide prevention.
With the help of Mike Seiferling, colleague and social work practicum intern, we have begun
to improve outcome evaluation and statistics gathering, which will improve our reporting
capacity and ability to analyze program effectiveness.
Professional development for the Director has included ASIST Training for Trainers,
SafeTALK Training for Trainers, Laughter Yoga leadership training and Circle of Courage
Response Abilities Pathways (RAP). I am currently taking the Early Psychosis Intervention
course from Fraser Health District over the internet. All of these trainings provide useful
skills, material and resources that improve the training that Friends for Life provides.
This year Lynn Hill, CMHA’s Editorial Secretary, revamped the Friends for Life brochure and
created a colourful bookmark to distribute at conferences and presentations. Guest spots
on radio station CJME further enhanced public awareness of the program. Paid messages
about the needs for Friends for Life services were aired prior to the provincial election and
Rawlco Radio provided a number of public service announcements about Friends for Life.
I have appreciated the support and encouragement of all the staff at Saskatchewan Division,
who have helped me to maintain and develop the Friends for Life program. I’m grateful to
Donna Bowyer, Director of CMHA Moose Jaw Branch, who has lent her experience and
expertise, teaming with me to present Suicide Intervention workshops. Donna maintained
the Friends for Life program during the transition period between Linda Cairns’ departure
and my arrival, and we appreciate her hard work.
Thanks to the Saskatchewan Ministry of Education for their ongoing financial support. The
current funding contract ends this year and we have submitted a proposal for a five-year
plan to continue and expand the Friends for Life program with the goal of reaching all
schools and teachers in the province with our suicide prevention training.
Friends for Life provides a vital resource to the people of Saskatchewan. We have
demonstrated a unique ability to work with diverse groups, including students, educators,
community-based organizations and agencies, government ministries and departments, as
well as businesses. We plan to reach as many people as possible to make Saskatchewan a
suicide safer province.
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PROBLEM GAMBLING COMMUNITY PROGRAM
— Submitted by George Carr, Director
The core of the Community Problem Gambling Community Program’s
work is outreach, resource distribution and partnership development.
Outreach includes the range of our public presentations to youth, older
adults, First Nations communities, RCMP and the general population.
Resource distribution refers to our role in assisting with distribution of a wide range of print
resources and other material developed by the CMHA program and by Saskatchewan
Health.
Partnership development is facilitated and supported by the CMHA work with the problem
gambling committees and with other local and provincial stakeholders.
Key Actions and Accomplishments
Problem Gambling Awareness Events:
The CMHA Problem Gambling Team continues to work with five Community Problem
Gambling Committees in Regina, Moose Jaw, Yorkton, Saskatoon and Prince Albert.
During 2008-2009 the CMHA, in cooperation with Saskatchewan Health, will undertake a
review of the committees and develop a revitalization strategy. Approximately 65 volunteers
participate in the five Problem Gambling Committees.
During the month of May, the Moose Jaw Committee on
Problem Gambling was able to purchase radio commercials in
the Moose Jaw, Estevan and Weyburn areas.
The
commercials focused on bringing attention to gambling and the
effects on the family.
Work continued in 2007-2008 with the Yorkton Problem
Gambling Committee to host a fall 2008 Symposium on
Electronic Gambling and Poker. The event will include feature keynote speakers and
concurrent sessions.
The Prince Albert Problem Gambling Committee continues to meet monthly. The
Committee will be considering the development of an informative brochure to be distributed
among hotels and businesses within the Prince Albert Region.
The Saskatoon Problem Gambling Committee continues as a networking group — sharing
information as well as offering an educational component at the meetings. The Committee
developed a media release regarding the opening of the Dakota Dunes Casino that was
distributed to approximately 20 local newspapers.
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Stakeholder and Partnership Endeavors:
Youth and Schools
The CMHA Problem Gambling Team in 2007-2008 attended Teacher
Showcases in Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert. The events led to
enhancing our network of contacts and promotion of our school
presentations. The Problem Gambling Team provided approximately
190 presentations to grades 6-12 with 2,741 students in attendance.
First Nations
Dave Morgan continued to enhance the program relationship with the Southeast Treaty Four
Tribal Council, as well as the Yorkton and Five Hills Qu’Appelle Tribal Councils. Shauna
Altrogge, Community Development Coordinator in Saskatoon, presented to approximately
11 schools where there was a strong First Nations enrollment. Presentations were also
made to the Saskatchewan Indian Institute of Technologies (SIIT) and to First Nations students participating in the CMHA Life Skills Program.
Shauna co-presented with Bill Ursel at the National Aboriginal Awareness Conference held
in Winnipeg. She maintains dialogue with a number of staff at SIGA and continues her
efforts in recruiting gaming industry folks to be represented at problem gambling meetings.
Camille Zavlanos, Community Development Coordinator in Prince Albert, maintains frequent
dialogue with the Prince Albert Grand Councils Problem Gambling Treatment Center. Our
resources are well received at the Center and are utilized as part of their intake and
programs. The Northern Lights Casino’s Operations Manager became an active member of
the Prince Albert Committee on Problem Gambling in 2007-2008.
Older Adults — Seniors
The CMHA Problem Gambling Team has enhanced its relationship with
the Regina Seniors Mechanism. Several presentations were also made
to seniors living at the Regina and Moose Jaw Housing Authorities.
Dave Morgan enhanced the contacts with Senior Power of Regina, the
Seniors Education Center at the University of Regina and the Seniors
Mechanism in Regina.
During Seniors’ Week, October 2007, Camille represented our program
at Saskatoon’s Spotlight on Seniors tradeshow. Our booth received
excellent exposure at the tradeshow with over 500 people viewing the
display. Camille was also able to attend events held within Prince Albert and established
relationships with older adult service providers within the community.
Shauna participated in the World Elder Abuse Awareness Conference, and resource
materials were distributed at the annual Spotlight on Seniors Event.
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Collaborative Efforts
Our work with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) was enhanced in 2007-2008
with over 40 two-hour presentations being conducted to approximately 800 RCMP Cadets.
The presentation approach is being modified to 50 minutes from two hours for 2008-2009.
As a team we continue to respond to media inquiries with key requests being addressed by
the Director of the Program. The team continues to maintain local GA and Gam Anon
support group information on the CMHA web site.
The Prince Albert Coordinator concentrated efforts on networking
and establishing relationships with health workers, addictions
counselors and other social service providers within the area.
Efforts resulted in new doors being opened with community
corrections, probation and young offenders within the area
including, Prince Albert, Nipawin and Melfort.
The CMHA Problem Gambling display was visible and resource materials were distributed
during the Saskatchewan Association of Chemical Dependency Workers (SACDW)
conference in Saskatoon. Shauna participated in the Saskatchewan Association of Health
Organizations (SAHO) conference, where a number of contacts were made and materials
distributed. Shauna also co-presented with Bill Ursel on “Prevention, Outreach and
Community Partnership: A Saskatchewan Experience” at the National Aboriginal Gambling
Awareness Conference in Winnipeg.
Resource Distribution
The CMHA Problem Gambling Team continues to work with Saskatchewan Health in the
distribution of various resource materials. As part of our resource distribution strategy, team
members also identify potential new resources, as well as provide critical feedback to
Saskatchewan Health on existing resources.
Emerging Issues
Yorkton Painted Hand Casino is expanding to a new location, which will include a
convention center, hotel and a larger casino (20,000 square feet). They have purchased
land in Yorkton and have designated it as an urban reserve. Other expansions include the
new Living Sky SIGA Casino currently under construction in Swift Current.
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Staff Transitions
After eight years as Director of the Problem Gambling Program, Bill Ursel left in 2007 to
become a Career Pathing Officer at SAHO. George Carr commenced his role as the new
Director of the Program in March 2008. Dave Morgan retired in March 2007 after a
fourteen-year career with the CMHA Problem Gambling Program. David Jones commenced
employment as the Regina Coordinator on May 1, 2008. Camille Zavlanos commenced as
the Prince Albert Coordinator in July 2007, replacing Elizabeth Deobald. Shauna Altrogge
continues as the Coordinator in Saskatoon.
Enhanced Plans for 2008-2009
The CMHA in cooperation with Saskatchewan Health will review program and resource
needs for the older adult/senior population as well as college and career (18-30 year olds).
If merited, a program plan will be developed to target these populations.
Closing Remarks
Leanne Fischer and Steve Christensen of Saskatchewan Health continue to be great
resources with advise and support of our program efforts. The Board of Trustees for the
Community Initiatives Fund continue to recognize the importance of the CMHA continuum of
work in problem gambling through prevention and education.
As the Director of the Problem Gambling Program, I want to extend a special thank you to
our CMHA Problem Gambling Program Team members including; Dave Morgan (Regina),
Shauna Altrogge (Saskatoon), Camille Zavlanos (Prince Albert) and past Director Bill Ursel
for the achievements in our core services in 2007-2008.
I especially want to thank the following staff members for their work in supporting our efforts
in problem gambling education and prevention including Phyllis O’Connor, Executive
Secretary, Don Powers, Director of Finance, Sharon Wilson, Payroll/Benefits, Lynn Hill,
Editorial Secretary for their support, and Dave Nelson for his leadership.
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Individual and Family Support
While the main focus of the work of CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. office is education and public
policy development on a provincial scale to assist those experiencing mental health issues, the staff
at CMHA Division Office frequently have the opportunity to assist individual consumers and family
members on a variety of issues. The following is a brief sampling of the type of assistance provided
by Division Office throughout the past year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assisted individual with problems with an employer in understanding job related stress.
Assisted a consumer to get records regarding her involuntary committal.
Follow-up assistance for a consumer to get treatment in Battlefords Hospital.
Assisted a mother whose daughter required treatment for fetal alcohol syndrome related
depression.
Provided a referral to appropriate counseling for a consumer with anxiety attacks and related
life issues.
Information provided to a consumer from British Columbia on how to get connected to the
mental health system in Saskatchewan and assisted a family member from B.C. whose mother
required services in Saskatchewan.
Assisted a family member with a schizophrenic son having trouble with a psychiatrist.
Assisted a family member whose wife was having trouble with depression and possible
schizophrenia.
Assisted a consumer with problems with tax arrears caused by the influence of psychiatric
disability.
Attended a case review meeting and provided advocacy for a young man with multiple needs.
Provided information to a mother with a daughter who was self-injurious
Assisted a mother with a son who had a diagnosis of conduct disorder who was acting out
regarding places to seek help.
Assisted a consumer with bipolar disorder with information on obtaining CPP assistance.
Assisted a trans-gender consumer with information and advocacy re surgery availability and
payment.
Assisted a mother with information on the likelihood of problems with schizophrenia in an
adopted child when a parent suffered from the disorder.
Assisted a landlord with information on support for a consumer suffering from a mental disorder
and where to get help.
Information provided to a teacher with a student who has had a psychotic episode.
Provided assistance to consumers on several occasions regarding income security issues,
employment insurance and long term disability.
Assisted a consumer whose parents have mental health and legal issues related to property
settlement, etc.
Assisted a consumer regarding inheritance issues and the impact on income assistance.
Provided information to a consumer who was having problems locating a psychiatrist who was
taking new patients
Assisted a consumer with bipolar with regard to rights after having lost a job over disability
Assisted a consumer who was being harassed by an employer regarding a mental health issue.
A number of referrals to the Mental Health Help Line.

This is just an overview of the type of requests for individual and family support which are received at
CMHA Saskatchewan Division Office on an almost daily basis.
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Research

In January 2008 the Canadian Mental Health Association
(Saskatchewan Division) Inc. wrote the new Minister of
Health, the Honourable Don McMorris with a challenge for
the Department to work with community stakeholders to
develop a new “vision” for mental health and specifically
calling for a comprehensive plan to look at mental health
and addictions.
At a subsequent meeting with Minister McMorris in March
2008, he was presented with the document “A Recovery
Plan for Mental Health & Addictions in Saskatchewan”.
Currently we are experiencing a shift in focus from the medical model of treatment towards a
system of services that are “recovery-oriented”. This is a new vision of how medical
services and community supports should be provided to persons living with mental illness.
This recovery plan touches every area of service, from the acute hospital setting to the most
independent consumer in the community. At its core, the promise of hope, healing and
recovery are the focus of every intervention at every level of service.
The concept of “recovery” and “recovery-oriented” services has been well researched and
the benefits have been well documented. There is an established evidence base, which has
demonstrated that recovery-oriented services are both effective and cost efficient.
The recovery model demands an increased involvement of consumers and family members
at all levels, who bring with them the experiential knowledge of the unique challenges and
successes of living “in recovery”.
A number of factors such as the creation of the Mental Health Commission, the evidence
base supporting recovery-oriented services, the current economic conditions in
Saskatchewan and the push toward collaborative health care demonstrate that the time for
change is now.
The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc. looks forward to
working with the Ministry of Health and other appropriate Ministries and disability groups
who are interested in developing a true recovery-oriented philosophy and programs, to move
towards implementation of a much needed and overdue “Plan for Mental Health in
Saskatchewan.”
A copy of the full document “A Recovery Plan for Mental Health and Addictions in
Saskatchewan” is available in PDF format at the Canadian Mental Health Association
(Saskatchewan Division) Inc. website www.cmhask.com.
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Consumer In-Patient Survey
A number of consumers had approached CMHA with concerns
regarding their recent experiences on the in-patient unit of the Regina
General Hospital. In response, a consumer in-patient survey was
developed with two purposes in mind. First, CMHA wanted to know if
the experiences were specific only to Regina, or if there were similar
issues present in other health regions. Second, a better understanding
of the exact issues was needed so that clear and specific recommendations could be developed.
After surveying various consumers in four regions; Regina, Saskatoon, Swift Current and
Moose Jaw, a number of general findings and themes began to surface:
•

There were significant differences found between the rural and urban consumers
surveyed regarding access to care, with many urban consumers having more difficulty
than rural ones.

•

All consumers surveyed seem to have a wide variety of experiences, from positive to
negative. This wide range of experiences covered everything from discharge plans to
the therapeutic nature of their stay. It is suggested that those with more negative
experiences may have been considered “difficult to serve” and thus had experienced
more coercive treatment.

•

Many consumers across all regions had expressed a desire to have a wide range of
treatment options made available to them, which includes more addiction and psychosocial groups and one-to-one counseling.

•

Differences between rural and urban consumers surfaced regarding the level of
involvement in their care. Urban consumers felt more disempowered and felt that they
had less control over their treatment while rural consumers felt more involved in this
process.

•

When asked about discharge from hospital, urban consumers had mixed experiences
while rural consumers were generally pleased with the support provided as they
transitioned back into the community.

•

All consumers surveyed had generally positive things to say about the staff on the
ward, however, suggests were made regarding how to improve the handling of any
unprofessional behaviour.
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In response to these findings, CMHA made the following recommendations in the hopes of
improving consumer’s experiences receiving in-patient care from any region in
Saskatchewan.
•

Implement and fully operationalize the use of “Psychiatric Advanced Directives” and
other policy options such as those mentioned by Connecticut Department of Mental
Health and Addiction Services, and the American Association of Community
Psychiatrics, to better serve people in the height of their illness.

•

Implement and support the “Shared Decision Making” process as a mechanism for
both consumer involvement in their care and education regarding their options.

•

Formally involve consumers and family members as part of policy development and
on-going quality improvement plans.

It is believed that acting on these recommendations would result in a better system for
everyone. Various other mental health providers have made these changes and report very
positive outcomes. The State of Connecticut reports that 9 out of every 10 consumers
report being satisfied with the services they receive. This is an important benchmark which
the province of Saskatchewan can strive to match or exceed.
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Direct Service

BATTLEFORDS BRANCH — submitted by Kevin Sabraw, Acting Executive Director
The past year has gone by so quickly for everyone here at Battlefords Branch. These are
just a few of the exciting happenings for the past year.
Our client-based Tour was set for Calgary, Alberta from June 17th to 23rd. 28 clients and 5
staff enjoyed a week of activities in Calgary and surrounding area. The group visited the
Calgary Zoo and the Botanical Gardens, just to mention a few. Everyone had a great time!
In addition to the main tour, we offered 10 mini tours
throughout the summer to places like the Battlefords
Provincial Park, Saskatoon Yellow Jackets games,
Lloydminster Bud Miller Park, Lloydminster Petting Zoo,
Taste of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon and many more
day trips.
We were fortunate to receive funding for three summer students, although only two of these
students were able to complete their time with us.
There was more to our Branch than fun during the summer as the work crew with the
Training for Employment Program (TEP) was extremely busy with yard maintenance and
flyer delivery. This continues to be an important part of Battlefords Branch as the clients
learn basic work skills and earn much needed extra money while being productive members
of society.
We received two special project grants from the United Way. The first was for an art
program and the second was for an educational video. The art program runs twice a month
throughout the year with some special classes at the Chapel Gallery. The educational video
on our Branch was started and is near completion with the help of one of our summer
students.
We were able to have new flooring installed in our building and the interior painted because
of a capital grant from Prairie North Regional Health Authority. The building was painted by
volunteers with Katimavik. This is a program which allows young people from across
Canada to volunteer at community-based organizations. We are proud to be a work partner
with Katimavik.
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The winter was an extremely busy time for our Branch as the TEP work
crew delivered phone books and flyers for the provincial election in
addition to shoveling snow.
The social recreational program activities included North Star games,
supper nights (both at restaurants in the community and suppers at the office), bowling on
Saturday afternoons, arts and crafts classes, and many more activities.
Our Executive Director, Wendy Brundige, has been on leave since October 15, 2007 and
Kevin Sabraw has taken on the role of Acting Executive Director in her absence. We have
also added a temporary staff person, Brenda Kliensasser, to assist with TEP.
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KINDERSLEY BRANCH — submitted by Pam Welter, Branch Coordinator
CMHA Kindersley Branch is dedicated to promoting mental health and wellness through a
comprehensive range of community-based services for individuals, families, groups and
organizations. We have been working in the Kindersley area for about 40 years to help
address the needs of those with a mental illness, the prevention of mental illness and the
promotion of mental health.
We invite collaboration. CMHA Kindersley Branch is connected to a variety of mental health
service provides and professionals in the region. We invite partnerships to provide information regarding a variety of mental health topics or to connect those in need with many other
sources of information. The Branch provides responsible referral to other agencies,
education and related supports as requested and as they may become necessary. To the
families in our communities, we provide appropriate information and referrals regarding their
loved one’s mental health needs and support in advocacy and coping skills as necessary.
Kindersley Branch takes part in a variety of fundraising initiatives including Cash Calendars
and bake sales, as well as sending out letters requesting donations. One of the community
actions facilitated by CMHA Kindersley Branch is the Christmas Hamper Program. This is
the longest running program and unique to the area. Under this program, low income
families can apply to receive a hamper for Christmas. Each family receives groceries for
about one month, a Christmas turkey and gift from Santa for the kids. This is the largest
population health program in the region and is done in collaboration with numerous
community groups. This year 138 families throughout the Heartland Health Region were
supplied with a hamper.
The Kindersley Branch has done numerous presentations to schools and groups in several communities
throughout the Heartland Health Region. Some of the
topics covered are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CMHA Roles and Responsibilities
Population Health Promotion from a Mental
Health Point of View
Determinants of Health Affecting Mental Well
Being
Depression
Youth Suicide Prevention
Suicide Prevention Guide for Schools
“wholam” — Case study profiles of mental
health services in our rural communities
CHEERS — Understanding the Relationship
between Alcohol and Mental Health
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The Branch also offers the following programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Let’s Get Together
How to Drug Proof Your Kids
Safe Communities (farm safety, car seat safety, bike safety, smoke-free communities)
In Motion Initiatives
Schizophrenia Partnerships Awareness Presentations
ASIST — Suicide Intervention Training
Talk Suicide Program for Schools

The CMHA Kindersley Branch receives numerous invitations throughout the Heartland
Health Region to attend various events with our information and pamphlet display. Through
this service CMHA Kindersley Branch is linked into the communities within the Health
Region to do population health promotion, education, referrals and advocacy.
Our Branch participated in a farm safety summer camp at Kindersley with numerous
community partners. We work on initiatives within the whole Safe Communities model to
promote mental health and wellness through a comprehensive range of community-based
services. Farm safety is important to our rural agricultural communities in prevention of
accidents and having safe, mentally healthy families. Taking part in this event with our farm
safety for kids programs helps the Branch link to our communities in the Health Region at a
much larger scale than we would doing it on our own. About 200 kids went through our
display on grain safety (grain suffocation), PTO safety, and played our “Wheel of
Misfortune”, which was a hit with all the kids from 6 to 15.
The Kindersley Branch Board has
gained several volunteers as a result
of the effective population health
promotion through our community
programs. The Kindersley Branch
Board, volunteers and residents
provide links between health care
professionals, communities,
individuals and resources.
Our
programs keep the Branch liked to
the communities in the Health Region
and with community partners. Our
programs are delivered within the

“Mental health is the ability to meet our
obligations and challenges; adapt to
change and adversity; share, not hoard;
give credit, not blame, relate well to
others; lead by example.”
— Michael Wilson

Population Health Promotions model where key members in the communities are trained
and provided with the resources to deliver and educate on mental health topics.
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MOOSE JAW BRANCH — submitted by Donna Bowyer, Program Director
We have finally moved into the 21st century with our own
website www.cmhamj.com. With the help of some very
talented people, we have brought our Branch to the internet.
Within our site you can see what we do, check out some
great links, and access mental health information and reports.
This site allows 24/7 access to the public from anywhere.
We have also been very active in Moose Jaw. We gave 39
presentations, contacting over 1050 people directly. We also
did radio interviews on CHAB, Country 100, Talk Radio 980 and CBC Blue Sky as well as
short information spots through Shaw Cable on mental health issues, some of which were
also aired in Swift Current, Prince Albert and Saskatoon.
I wish to thank the Moose Jaw Branch volunteers who have helped me make my deadlines
by doing research, clerical duties, fundraising and janitorial work, as well as accompanying
me to share their personal story of mental illness with the audience. This always makes an
incredible impact on the people in the audience.
One of the highlights of this year was seeing the Come Together (Peer Support) Group get
up and running again. Each time we meet there are a few more people in attendance and
they are taking on more and more responsibility. The people involved in Come Together
don’t only want to make a difference in the lives of people that attend, but also in the lives of
people that are struggling alone out in the community.
Some renovations were done to the office, which makes it now available for some small
meetings and certainly makes it more comfortable for people to visit.
In our effort to be more involved in businesses in the community in order to promote healthy
workplaces, we are now on the Board of the Chamber of Commerce. This has been a
learning process for both the Chamber members and ourselves. It really is a different world
despite many similarities. We all need to have a healthy place to be during the day and to
feel as if we are making a difference.
Over the past year we have also built a relationship with SIAST in that
we are now working with some of the departments, and especially
within the Human Resources Training Program, to ensure that the
next level of HR students graduating have some understanding of
mental illness and the impact of depression and stress in the
workplace. A healthy workplace that fosters healthy relationships
drastically reduces the impact of stress and depression.
I have enjoyed working with the staff from Friends for Life and the
Five Hills Regional Health Authority on issues of suicide intervention. It is such an important
issue and it is one that I receive questions about on numerous occasions. With the new
program that we are now trained in, SafeTALK, we are now able to offer youth and adults 15
and over some real tools that they can take with them as adults. I hope that we have many
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more opportunities to be able to offer this to many high schools and parents over the next
year.
We continue to work with the Problem Gambling staff and are excited about new opportunities and partnerships that we anticipate happening in the next year.
I would like to thank my Board for allowing me the freedom to go in new directions and to
see how and where we can make an impact. I appreciate the freedom they give me as well
as the guidance and support along the way. Unfortunately, with fundraising going down, our
hours to do this work have decreased and once again, we are trying to do more with less.
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PRINCE ALBERT BRANCH — Submitted by Doug Kinar, Executive Director
Once again this has been a busy year at the Prince Albert Branch. We continually strive to
meet our goals of Advocacy, Education, Programs and Services.
Advocacy:

We have been able to bring exposure to our facility and programs by
hosting ASIST Workshops and a variety of meetings within our facility. Our
involvement with other CBO’s continues within the community.
We continue to participate in trade shows throughout the year. This
provides an opportunity to display information regarding our programs,
including quilts designed and sewn by our clients and clothing from the As
Good As New Store. Positive results from the trade shows are visible by
sales of our quilts and some new customers in our store.

Education:

During Mental Health Week we have our annual hotdog/hamburger sale in
front of the As Good As New Store as well as a “toonie sale”. We
encourage people to take part in our stress tests and hand out pamphlets
to those interested. We also host our annual Appreciation Dinner and
Teddy Bear Auction. We look forward to a successful Mental Health
Week.

Fundraising:

Our fundraising efforts include our bingos, BBQ’s and, of course, the Cash
Calendars. Our As Good As New Store and Homestead Quilting program
continue to earn revenue.

Programming:

We continue to have our original five programs offered: Homestead
Quilting, As Good As New Store, Nest Drop In Center, Nest Lunch
Program and Independent Living Program. Participation in the programs
has remained steady. We will continue to picnic at the local parks with day
trips to lakes around Prince Albert. We also have our annual week-long
camping trip that is always well attended.

Services:

We offer ASIST and SafeTalk workshops. We also offer presentations to
organizations and agencies on a variety of topics. We will be promoting
these services within the Prince Albert community and surrounding area.

We look forward to another busy year in Prince Albert.
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REGINA BRANCH — Submitted by Louise Handford, Executive Director
Our programs are primarily directed to psychosocial rehabilitation for people with long-term
mental illness. Our social, recreational, educational and vocational services are aimed to
aid in the recovery process. Our activities assist people in the movement from withdrawal to
engagement and active participation in life.
The Regina Branch provides opportunity for:
•
Socialization/Crisis Support and community integration
•
Training, Education and Employment
•
Awareness and Administration
This is accomplished with 13 full and part-time staff, 6 casual staff, volunteers and practicum
students.
During this past year we focused our resources on stabilizing service delivery, infrastructure
and environment, thereby setting the stage for future sustainability.
Successful service delivery is directly related to the provision of appropriate and adequate
staffing. It has been a challenge to attract and retain skilled, qualified people in a
competitive market . This year we realized an improvement in staff turnover, which we
attribute to our ability to provide professional growth opportunities and workplace flexibility.
We have been developing proposals and working with our community partners to enhance
the components of the Vocational Program. It has been our objective to provide a more
comprehensive approach in skills training that prepares clients moving into competitive
employment to take advantage of the opportunities of Regina’s booming economy.
The Housekeeping, Janitorial, Canteen and Kitchen programs
have lowered program costs with quality products as a result of
collaborative purchasing and improved financial processes. We
have enhanced the quality of our lunch program, providing more
hot meal options and the addition of fresh fruits and vegetables.
The Socialization/Stabilization program provides recreation,
group work and crisis support in a safe, nonjudgmental environment. We have a
client membership of over 400 and this year processed an average of 5 new client intakes a
month. We would like to
improve our integration of new client members; however, limited
staffing presents a
challenge to the development of relationships that lead to engagement and participation. This year we provided programming to an average of 110 persons
daily. Client members have the option of participating in an average of 5 structured daily activities.
We have worked toward building capacity into the lives of our client members with the
development of personal, social and vocational skills, setting the stage for opportunities to
reach their personal goals.
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Infrastructure and environment are fundamental to
organization sustainability. To that end we have made
new technology enhancements and building improvements. This took the form of a new phone system, new
computer equipment, replacing old and broken office
furniture, upgrading the security system to include
electrically wired smoke detectors, installing a new
water header and finally replacing the 20 year old
carpet on the second floor.
Partnerships are key to our future and bring us into relationship with our community. We are
grateful to the many individuals who are CMHA Regina members, donors, volunteers and
community agencies. This year we were fortunate to have partnerships that supported us in
addressing our challenges.
The Schizophrenia Society Regina Chapter provided support with their sponsorship of
clients to attend “camp race” and donations to significantly improve The Club environment
and ongoing activities. Our organizations also co-hosted a February feast which 140 people
enjoyed. Sun Life donated proceeds from a spring fundraising event. A successful golf
tournament in August resulted from the generosity of individual and corporate sponsorship.
The East View Rotary Club was very involved in providing gifts of warmth at our Christmas
Supper and in hosting a Valentine’s Gala. The club members and the Inner Wheel (spouses
of Rotarian members) were always willing and ready volunteers.
Our Board of Directors has worked hard to establish strong leadership in governance and
planning. They have demonstrated rigor in monitoring the accountability of services and
resources. The board has set the stage for our organization’s stability and sustainability,
and will continue to work towards the objectives of CMHA’s vision and mission.
This has been an amazing year of growth that represents a commitment to excellent service
provision and accountability that is necessary to move into the future. Thank you to the
staff, Board and our many volunteers. Thank you to our funding supports who recognize the
value of our role in the provision of mental health services: The Regina Qu’Appelle Health
Region, the United Way of Regina, Saskatchewan Learning/EAPD and the City of Regina.

Working together we can, and do, make a difference!
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SASKATOON BRANCH — submitted by Gayle Mast, Executive Director
Promoting and Improving Mental Health — In pursuit of this goal, Saskatoon Branch
continued to develop and promote its anti-stigma program. This has been presented to
most of the high schools and requests continue. Staff are also part of the Schizophrenia
Society’s Partnership program, presenting experiences and knowledge about schizophrenia.
In addition, we have provided a number of workshops and seminars to a variety of
audiences — all promoting mental health and educating about mental illness. We presented
to 42 groups, reaching 1678 people. In addition, high school students were invited to submit
an original poster depicting their understanding of the effects of stigma. Winners were
featured at our annual client art show and received cash prizes donated by a number of
companies.
CMHA Saskatoon Branch is a competent, reliable resource to the public, to those
individuals identified as being at risk and to other agencies. The Board met with a
number of organizations to discover needs and gaps. These included the new Mental
Health Commission, people concerned about housing, and candidates in the last provincial
election. The Board continues it’s process of strategic planning in partnership with the staff.
This resulted in a new mission statement and a plan to identify all services accessed by
consumers and the challenges they face in accessing appropriate services so that CMHA
Saskatoon can develop a quality of service that will address some of the gaps.
Staff support the work of other organizations by coordinating services and representing
CMHA on a variety of committees. A highlight this year was the development of a job fair for
persons with disabilities. This included an educational lunch attended by 50 employers and
an open fair attended by hundreds of people with disabilities. This resulted in improved job
potentials for people with mental health disability.
People with mental illness will have a personally satisfying quality of life by having
meaningful work
adequate financial resources
Vocational staff worked actively with 146 individuals, helping them achieve their vocational
goals. Outcomes included: 58% competitively employed during the year, 22% assisted and
supported in maintaining employment, 4 assisted to upgrade their education. This was
made possible in more than 400 visits with clients and 700 contacts with employers on
behalf of job seekers.
•
Supportive relationships
•
Recreation and leisure opportunities
Through maximum feasible community integration.
350 people participated in leisure programs a total of 3100 times. Programs included creative arts, crafts, karaoke, bowling and special events. These programs were delivered or
supported by 40 volunteers providing 1100 hours of assistance. Many direct service volunteers are consumers who have taken on leadership positions within the organization. This
year a new weight loss program was introduced that included education, individual and
group support, active living, field trips and cooking.
•
•
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SWIFT CURRENT BRANCH — Submitted by Ruth Smith, Executive Director
I started this position in January 2008 so I am the newcomer to this position, but not to this
organization, having worked at the Swift Current Branch for four years as an Educational
Programmer from May 2002 until May 2006.
We have been working on cleaning up and presenting a new image to the people of Swift
Current and surrounding area. We have been building partnerships with other organizations
in our city in order to utilize what they have to offer and to no longer have a surplus of
donations sitting in our building. So far this has been working well and we have not run into
any problems.
Advocacy
Met with South West Initiatives on Food Security and Literacy and discussed how the
Branch and our clients could be involved.
•
The Branch works closely with our local Victim Services.
•
The Branch has been involved with the Rehab Nurses, redirecting calls and setting up
programs that will benefit our clients.
•
We have been working closely with Partners in Employment to better enhance the
clients’ working relationships in the community.
•
Our Vocational Program is set up to meet the needs of the clients who are employed
by it.
•
We met with Social Services to discuss wage exemptions for our Vocational Program
and how this would affect our clients.
•

Awareness and Education
•
We have been facilitating a new Recovery Program now that we have an extra staff
person to do so.
•
We have a Quit Smoking group, a cooking group that is offered outside the Center,
many guest speakers that offer education in the areas of addictions, healthy lifestyles,
diet and an exercise group.
•
We are currently developing a Branch Newsletter for public distribution.
Other
•
•
•
•

We are in the process of planning our 4th Annual Mayor’s Luncheon and our 12th
Annual Walk-a-Thon.
Our staff and volunteers have been working many bingos to assist with funding.
We take our clients to sporting events and are actively involved in sports as much as
possible.
We are involved in the arts and are encouraging the Little Theatre as an interesting
outing.
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WEYBURN BRANCH — Submitted by Gladys Perepeluk, Program Director
2007-2008 has been a banner year for CMHA Weyburn Branch. Despite the continuing
challenges of staff shortages and insufficient government funding, the Branch has continued
to flourish. Due to the dedication of our staff, we continue to provide solid programs
although the need has increased and it is a challenge to service high demand with half-time
staff. Our staff is swamped with day-to-day requests for individualized programming. The
achievements of our Branch speaks for itself and is a direct result of the support we receive
from the community.
Mental Health Week saw a record attendance at the Annual Mayor’s Luncheon and our
guest speaker, Kathleen Thompson, MSW, spoke to a capacity crowd.
At times requests for service from the community exceeded our capacity to fill them. The
Vocational Crew worked extremely hard to provide maintenance for people in Weyburn.
The revenue generated was down in snow shoveling but up substantially in contract work
such as cleaning the livestock arena.
Our consumers were able to take a trip during the summer to Boissevain, Manitoba to visit
the International Peace Gardens. The trip was very successful and we are planning another
out-of-province trip for the summer of 2008.
A highlight of fall 2007 was a presentation by Kathleen Thompson and her Research Group
of their findings on Transitions for Life. This presentation was given to a mixed group of
CMHA Board Members, Sun Country Health officials and mental health professionals. The
presentation was well done and helped to foster better relations between CMHA and the
Sun Country Regional Health Authority.
December saw the Transition Magazine launch in Weyburn at our annual Christmas Brunch.
Readings were given by contributors to an audience of consumers, staff, Board Members
and the public. The Christmas Gift Wrap and Store was superbly supported by the Weyburn
community this year and brought in a record profit of over $9,000.
Four pieces of Weyburn Branch consumer art were chosen for the Cash Calendar, one of
these being used for the cover. Consumers receive a cash gift for their artwork from
Saskatchewan Division Office when their artwork is used in the calendar and that amount
doubles when it is used for the cover. This provides an opportunity for consumers to showcase their talents and also provides valuable financial assistance.
In January 2008 the Program Director and two Board members met with Sun Country
Regional Health Authority officials to outline our services and to submit a request for
increased funding. The meeting was cordial and assurances were given that the request
would be forwarded and given serious consideration.
Weyburn Branch extends its heartfelt thanks to Saskatchewan Division and to the citizens of
Weyburn for their unqualified support of our programs and services.
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YORKTON BRANCH — Submitted by Dr. Donia Alvarado Okrainec, Program Director
Administration and Resource Development
The formation of the Advisory Committee was without a doubt one of the most relevant
events this year. Edgar Milla, Sabine Sharpe, Stephane Canavet and two volunteers
accepted the challenge of working with CMHA Yorkton Branch during the fiscal year 20072008. The Committee members have actively worked in all the branch activities in order to
achieve our goal of developing a “Mental Health Community Strategy” to help address the
needs of people living with mental illness in the Yorkton community. The Committee also
participated in the planning and execution of fundraising activities.
Public Education
Yorkton Branch hosted a “Dinner and Dialogue” on September 27, 2007 highlighting
depression, suicide prevention and early psychosis intervention. 80 people attended this
event.
2000 bookmarks containing information on depression, bipolar disorder
and psychosis were distributed to high school students in Yorkton,
Canora and Melville. Several presentations on mental health matters
were held at the elementary schools in Yorkton and at the Community
College Literary Program. Posters, pamphlets and other educational
materials were provided to the school division, businesses and government offices as well.
Public Awareness and Advocacy
In May 2007 the Yorkton Branch sponsored tables at the “Dinner Theater for Mental Health”
event, which was organized by the Yorkton Drop-In Center. Two months later the Branch
also sponsored two “outings” for consumers of the Drop-In Center as part of our commitment of supporting recreational activities in our community.
Since January 2008 CMHA Yorkton Branch has been conducting a new program called
“Let’s Talk”. This program targets the immigrant population in Yorkton and surrounding
area. Its objective is to foster the development of a social support network to reduce the
occurrence of various mental health issues among the newcomers. It also serves to connect
participants to needed mental health services. Peer support and advocacy are essential
components of the project.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Advisory Committee and volunteers for the
wonderful job they have done in making a difference in people’s lives. Last, but not least, I
would like to thank the Executive Director of CMHA Saskatchewan Division and all the staff
members at Division Office for all their valuable support.
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Administration
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT — Submitted by Joan Kilbride, Director of Resource
Development
Throughout our history, CMHA has worked hard to cultivate mutually-beneficial relationships
with governing bodies, health organizations, other non-profits, corporations, large and small
businesses, and individuals. As a result of this effort, the community support for CMHA
continues to grow each year. To remain successful, CMHA must be at the cutting edge of
present and future trends affecting volunteer recruitment, donor acquisition and sponsorship
cultivation.
Once again, CMHA Saskatchewan Division has enjoyed a productive relationship with local
and provincial media. This continued support ensures a consistent presence in the local
and rural communities in our province and has proven to be of value when our Telefund
Operators contact the community asking for support.
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES:
Cash Calendar — For the past 18
years, CMHA Saskatchewan Division
has raised funds through the sale of
our Cash Calendar, one of the most
recognized calendars of its kind in
Saskatchewan. The calendar, which
displays the artwork of people who
use the services of the CMHA across
the province creates awareness of the
many talents people experiencing
mental health problems possess.
Once again, the hard work and
dedication of the CMHA Telefund
Operators, the loyal groups of delivery
People and the CMHA Branches that participated in the 2007 campaign resulted in the
Association meeting its goal of 12,000 Cash Calendars sold.
Teddy Bear Affair — This event is unique to our Association. Held in Saskatoon
in February, the winter picnic and auction revolves around the central concept of
“a bit of summer in the midst of winter” — a way to chase away those winter
blues. The auction features unique teddy bears dressed by the Sask-Tel
Pioneers, the West Jet magic heart raffle, a round trip for two provided by Via
Rail (Saskatoon to Vancouver) as well as celebrity items and silent and live
auctions items donated by local and provincial businesses.
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Direct Mail Campaign —The fundraising
environment is highly competitive. Many people
are still uncertain of who we are, who we
represent and how we are unique among other
organizations.
An effective direct mail campaign has the twofold effect of raising funds and creating public
awareness, helping to reduce the stigma
attached to people who experience mental health problems. The CMHA continues to raise
funds and awareness by conducting two direct mail campaigns per year.
Bingo — The CMHA continues to see a modest income from the bingos worked at the
Centennial Bingo Hall. Thank you to all the dedicated volunteers who continue to assist with
the bingos.

The Canadian Mental Health Association
(Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
wishes to recognize the efforts of the countless
volunteers who donate their time and talents
to our important work.

We couldn’t do it without you!
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Financial Statements

The following are the Canadian Mental Health Association
(Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
financial statements audited by
Dudley and Company Chartered Accountants
Copies of the Auditor’s Report and
Financial Statements are available from
CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
2702-12th Avenue
Regina, SK S4T 1J2
(306) 525-5601
contactus@cmhask.com

Erskine Sandiford, Treasurer
Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
Provincial Board of Directors
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2007-2008 Provincial Board of Directors
Susan Grohn, President
Sharon Lyons, Past President
Erskine Sandiford, Vice-President/Treasurer
Audrey Reithmeier, Member at Large
Fred Howard, Member at Large
Lindy Thorsen, Member at Large
Jim Beach, Member at Large
Doreen Bell, Member at Large
Krista Bakke, Member at Large
Darrell Downton, Regional Delegate
Christine Kelly, Regional Delegate
Grant Rathwell, Regional Delegate

Division Office Staff
David Nelson, Executive Director
Joan Kilbride, Director of Resource Development
Dianne Boy Fernandez, Director of Friends for Life
George Carr, Director, Problem Gambling Community Program
Dave Morgan, Assistant Director, Problem Gambling Program
Shauna Altrogge, Community Development Coordinator (Saskatoon)
Camille Zavlanos, Community Development Coordinator (Prince Albert)
Don Powers, Director of Finance
Phyllis O’Connor, Executive Secretary
Sharon Wilson, Payroll/Benefits Clerk
Lynn Hill, Receptionist / Editorial Secretary for Transition Magazine
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(SASKATCHEWAN DIVISION)

The Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division)
Inc. is a charitable organization, dependent upon donations,
memorial gifts and bequests, United Way, Donor’s Choice and
Saskatchewan Lotteries for support.

A United Way Member Agency

CMHA (Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
would also like to thank our
major sponsors for 2007-2008
Eli Lilly Canada Inc.
Sask. Learning

Canadian Mental Health Association (Saskatchewan Division) Inc.
2702-12th Avenue, Regina, SK S4T 1J2
Phone (306) 525-5601 or 1-800-461-5483
Fax (306) 569-3788
contactus@cmhask.com
Website: www.cmhask.com

